Did you know...
• High-heeled shoes
increase the risk of
arthritis in the knee.
• Child “walkers” are
the third leading
cause of infant injury
after falling from
furniture and falling
down stairs.
• Some form of arthritis
or rheumatic (joint
pain) affects 40
million Americans.
• One of the most
effective ways you
can lose weight is to
exercise regularly.
• Nerve impulses travel
through your spine at
up to 300 miles per
hour.
• By the time you’re
70 years old, you will
have digested about
40 tons of food.
• While your brain is
only 3% of your body,
it uses 20% of the
oxygen your blood
supplies.
(Answers to Aging Quiz inside.)
1. False 2. False 3. False 4. True
5. True 6. False 7. False 8. True
9. True 10. True 11. False
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Drink More Water
Water makes up about 75% of our bodies and is essential for good
health and well-being. Proper hydration is needed for regulating
temperature, cushioning joints, eliminating wastes and
countless other functions.
Experts observe that many of us are chronically
dehydrated. In fact, some people confuse their body’s
thirst signals for hunger signs!
What Kind of Water?
Drink pure water, ideally without chlorine, chemicals
and the impurities often found in municipal water
supplies. Enjoy the convenience and cost savings of
adding a water filtration system to your home.
How Much Water?
Divide your weight in pounds by two. That should
be your daily water intake in ounces. For example.
If you weigh 160 pounds, divide by two and you
should be drinking at least 80 ounces of water a day,
more if the weather is hot or dry.
Your body has a constant need for water. Sip it throughout
the day so you never feel thirsty.

Fish Prevents Fat
Now there is even more evidence that the
omega-3 fatty acids found in fish can
reduce heart disease. In particular, eating
fish seems to reduce the fat deposits on
artery walls.

researchers compared their findings for the
two groups. Not only did those taking fish
oil have fewer heart-related problems,
their heart images showed twice as much
improvement as the placebo group.

A recent study conducted with 223
heart disease patients is revealing. One
group received a fish oil concentrate and
the other took a placebo. After two years,

Fish with the greatest supplies of omega-3
include salmon, mackerel, herring and trout.
If you’re a vegetarian, you can substitute a
small amount of flaxseed oil.

Are You Brushing
Long Enough?
It’s common knowledge that we should brush our
teeth two to three times a day, but for how long?
Researchers have noticed that those who brush often
enough, usually don’t brush long enough to do a good job.
Dentists suggest that an effective toothbrushing routine should
last at least two to three minutes. Yet most of us are investing
a mere 45 seconds!
Find a way to extend your tooth-brushing a minute or two longer.
While you’re brushing, sing a song (to yourself!), count to 300, or
use an inexpensive minute egg timer.

Protecting Your Hearing
You wear sunglasses to protect your
eyes. Sunscreen for your skin. But what
about your ears? About 10% of us are
deaf or hard of hearing from largely
preventable causes.

cover your ears with your hands or get ear
protection. The least expensive is a special

foam pellet that is first compressed and
then inserted into each ear, where it
gently expands, reducing sound levels.
Researchers measure sound levels in A more convenient approach is to wear
decibels (dB). Dinner table conversation headphone-like earmuffs that completely
might average 40 dB. Your doorbell might surround each ear.
hit 50 dB. But our ears can experience
damage from prolonged exposure to high
levels of sound when mowing the lawn or
using a chain saw (90 dB) or being around
jet engines (130 dB). Even iPods and the
bone rattling sound effects at the movies
can be culprits. They’re cranking up the
volume and the damage is taking its toll.
While today’s music scene may be
glamorous, many rock musicians are
practically deaf! They (and many of
their fans) have lost a portion of their
hearing from frequent exposure to rock
concert sound levels that are often as
high as 110 dB.
If you can’t avoid extreme sonic pressures,

Sluggish in the P.M.?

Do you experience low energy in the
afternoon? There may be a very simple
solution. Chances are that you’re eating
starchy, processed carbohydrates for
lunch. Breads, pastas and french fries put
quite a demand on your digestive system.
Try this for just a week and see if you don’t
feel the difference:
For one week, eat only proteins and
vegetables for your midday meal. That
means no sandwiches, and if you must
have a burger, don’t eat the bun. Find a
healthy salad bar or enjoy some soup.
You’ll be surprised by how much energy
you’ll have in the afternoons. When
everyone else is looking for energy in a
candy bar or soda can, you may want to
share your little secret!

How Good Are
Your Sunglasses?

There is evidence that the sun’s
ultraviolet rays can be a factor in
cataracts and retinal degeneration. A
hat or visor that shades your face from
direct sunlight and sunglasses are two
solutions. What makes a good pair of
sunglasses? Style? Color? Price?
So far, there aren’t any federal
regulations that rate the qualities of
sunglasses. However, the American
National Standards Institute grades
sunglasses. They measure the ability
of the lenses to stop the transmission
of damaging ultraviolet light. Look for
sunglasses tested by the ANSI. Better
sunglasses stop 98% of UV-A and 99%
of UV-B, the two types of ultraviolet
light that produce a tan.

Chiropractic care can
cure anything.
Chiropractic doesn’t cure
anything. Nor do doctors. Your body does the
curing. The only thing the best doctors can do
is to remove any interferences that may be preventing
your body from healing itself. That’s why chiropractic doctors are interested in the
nervous system. Your nervous system controls how your body works. Fighting off
an infection involves your nervous system, as does digesting your food. Only the
power that made you and sustains you can heal you – if there isn’t any interference!

Test Your Aging IQ
In the United States, more than 30 million
people are over the age of 65. Only about
5% are in nursing homes and twice that
many are still in the labor force. If we
stay healthy, we’ll each join this group of
active, vital seniors. Do you have some
misconceptions about the wisest, most
experienced people in our country? Find
out. (Answers on cover)

Remember your children’s eyes, too.
Their eyes continue to develop up
through about age 7. Besides the
UV rating, look for a quality pair
of sunglasses that is less likely to
produce headaches from distorted
lenses or poor-fitting frames.

Understanding SPF
Today’s sunscreens are rated by their
SPF (Sun Protection Factor). Using a
product with an SPF of 15 means it
will take 15 times longer for you to
burn than you would without using
the product. More importantly, realize
that reapplying the sunscreen an hour
or two later does not lengthen the
duration of protection!

True or False:
1. Everyone gets confused or forgetful
if they live long enough.
2. You can get too old or frail to
regularly exercise.
3. Most older people are often sad
and depressed.
4. The sensitivity of the five senses
tends to weaken in old age.
5. Older drivers have fewer accidents
per driver than those under 65.
6. Older people tend to become more
religious as they age.
7. The aged have higher rates of
criminal victimization than younger
persons.
8. Of all adult age groups, the aged
are the most law-abiding.
9. The majority of old people say they
rarely get irritated or angry.
10. Older employees miss less work
than younger workers.
11. Older patients are less likely to
follow a doctor’s recommendations.

Antioxidants in Red Wine
Red wine appears to block the oxidation
of cholesterol, an early step in the
creation of plaque on blood vessel walls.
The findings appear in a recent issue of
the Journal of the American College
of Nutrition.
The researchers used red wine,
white wine and pure alcohol. The
red wine had the most antioxidant
properties. White wine was only 20%
as effective, followed by pure alcohol,
which had no effect.
The findings may shed light on what

has become known as the French
Paradox. The French eat the same fatty
foods as their European neighbors, but
they have much lower incidence of
heart problems. The only significant
difference is that the French drink
much more red wine.
Interestingly, in other studies in
which test subjects were given
non-alcoholic red wine, the heart
benefits were not observed.
Journal of the American College of
Nutrition (1999;18:137-143)
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Fridays Are For the Kids!
Schedule your adjustment on a Friday and
have your kid checked at no charge!
(Adjustments not included. 12 and under)
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Chiropractic Clinic & Therapy, P.L.C.

(616) 846-7300
Summer Hours

Monday .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 8:30-12:00 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3:00-6:00
Tuesday .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 9:00-12:00 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
Wednesday. .  .  .  .  .  . 8:30-12:00 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 3:00-6:00
Thursday .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . . . . . . . 2:00-6:00

Friday.  .  .  .  .  .  . 8:30-12:00. .  .  .  . 3:00-5:30

Ways for You to Receive Credit:
- Refer someone you know
- Schedule a health talk with us at your local group
- Set up a health screening with us at your work place

Thanks for the Referrals!

The ultimate compliment is when our
patients tell their friends and families
about chiropractic. Thank you for
helping us help others.
If you know someone who should be
seeing us, we can supply some
helpful information to help you better
e x p l a i n t o d a y ’s c h i r o p r a c t i c c a r e .
Just ask Dr. Brusveen or Dr. Melissa.

